FUTUCLASS VIRTUAL REALITY HEADSETS FOR SCHOOLS

ONE FUTUCLASS KIT INCLUDES:

- 6x Pico Neo 3 VR headsets with controllers
- Futuclass license for 1 year
  - Access to all VR lessons
  - Teacher Portal
  - Lesson plans
  - Instruction materials
  - Online tests
- 3 preinstalled apps in addition to Futuclass - biology, art, brain training
- Transportation case with a charging dock

Interested in getting a VR kit for your school?

Pricing:

Request a personalized quote:

Kristen Tamm
kristen@futuclass.com
(+372) 56 565 159

Futuclass OÜ, registry nr. 14805115
Narva mnt 20, 51009, Estonia
WHAT IS INCLUDED?

- 10+ Chemistry & physics modules
- Covers the key topics for secondary school:
  - Reaction balancing
  - Atom structure
  - Salts
  - Acids and bases
  - Moles and molarity
  - Chemical bonds
- Lesson plans, tests

ADDITIONAL CONTENT ADDED REGULARLY!

WHAT DO THE TEACHERS SAY?

Katrin Soika, PhD
Gustav Adolf Grammar school

“I like that Futuclass is deeply linked to the curriculum. It’s great to see how the students can easily understand the aim of the Futuclass content.”

Merit Eier
Vandra Secondary School

“Students are 100% focused on the VR lesson. Teacher can focus on supporting the students who need it.”

Interested in getting a VR kit for your school? More info and pricing:

FUTUCLASS
Futuclass OÜ, registry nr. 14805115
Narva mnt 20, 51009, Estonia

https://futuclass.com/school/